
2021 02 16 

COVID19 RENTAL PROTOCOL 

Hi everyone, 

We are reopening as of February 16, 2021. Things will not be as they were before COVID 19 raised its 
ugly head but we will try to make the best of it while staying as safe as we possibly can.  Remember we 
are all responsible for our own safety!

This protocol is based on Department of Health Provincial guidelines supplemented by 
guidelines developed by me for The Training Hall operation to keep everyone as safe as 
possible while playing with our dogs.

I know this goes without saying but do not come to The Training Hall if you are not 
feeling well or if you have been out of the country or if you are in self isolation for any 
reason whatsoever. 

1. A maximum of 8 people should be in TTH at any as long as a minimum of 6’ can be maintained 
between individuals. Without exception, masks MUST be warn AT ALL TIMES when in the 
building. 

2. If more than one person is in the building, a minimum of 6’ must be maintained between people. 

3. There will be cauIon tape in the building.  Please do not go to areas that have been blocked off.   

4. There will be hand saniIzer and spray boPles of disinfectant in strategic places within the building.  
The disinfectant is yellow and located in the larger pails aPached to the walls.  The hand saniIzer is 
white and is in the smaller pails. There is also disinfectant on the table where I usually sit and hand 
saniIzer on that table and at the front door.  There is also lysol spray or something equivalent here 
and there to be used as required. 

5. There will be only one bathroom open where you will find soap and hot water and Lysol or equivalent 
spray. Please spray anything you touched aSer using the washroom 

6. Please wash or saniIze your hands when you arrive and before you leave. 

7. The chairs will be put away so please bring your own if you think you need one. 

8. When you arrive, you will see jumps and a gate across the rings.  You may move them or use any 
equipment that is not behind yellow cauOon tape but you must put everything back as it was before 
you leave (I have aPached pictures of the ring set up.  Please refer to those.) and SPRAY ABSOLUTELY 
EVERYTHING YOU TOUCH WITHOUT EXCEPTION. 

9. Please plan ahead so that you only bring training material that you will be using that day.  If you put 
your training bag down on a surface be it a table or the floor, YOU MUST spray that area before you 
leave. 

10.The garbage can in the main hall will not have a lid so please do not put anything odorous in there.  
The garbage can outside of the building will have a lid by necessity.  Either take your poo bag home or 



use a spare poo bag or a glove to liU the lid. It is sOll necessary to pick up aUer your dog. If possible, 
air your dog before going to TTH. 

11.Please drop me an email to let me know you used your booked slot which I hope I never need for 
contact tracing and if you need to pay, please etransfer me the funds.  

12.Rentals will be scheduled 15 minutes apart so you should not run into anybody before or aUer your 
training hour (or two). Spray immediately before you leave and please arrive and leave on Ime.  The 
spray must sit for at least 5 minutes to be effecOve. 

13.WHEN YOU ARRIVE AT TTH, please use a poop bag to punch in the code and open the door.  
Lock the door behind you. There will be hand saniOzer inside the door.  Please saniOze your hands 
before going any further.  You need to touch the door handle.  Before you leave, saniOze anything you 
touched and saniOze your hands. Crates will not be available for use so bring your own if you need 
one.  Spray where it was located once you have packed it up and ready to leave. 

14.Please let me know if we are ge]ng low on anything before it happens in case I am not there. 

Thanks for your cooperaOon and help in keeping things safe while training our dogs.  Remember, if you 
have any suggesOons or things are just too silly to work, let me know so we can make things workable 
but safe unOl……. 

IF YOU TOUCH IT, SPRAY IT!!!!!!!! 

Frances. 





 


